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Message from the Guest Editor

In general, any substance that contributes to the growth of
plants and fertility of the planting bed is called a fertilizer.
Fertilizers are divided into several general categories
including biological, organic, and chemical fertilizers.
Biotic and abiotic stresses commonly induce changes in
plant performance. However, fertilizers enhance nutrient
use efficiency as well as biotic and abiotic stress tolerance
in plants.
In this Special Issue, we focus on contributions about the
effective techniques to alleviate the destructive effects of
biotic and abiotic stressors on plant growth and
development, related to, but not exclusively limited to, the
following topics:
Physiological, biochemical, and molecular functions of
fertilizers in plants to alleviate the detrimental effects of
stresses;
Impact of fertilizers on plant development;
Impact of fertilizers on plant–microbe interaction;
Impact of fertilizer application on plant susceptibility to
pathogen infection;
Impact of fertilizers on nutrient transformations in soil
toward mitigation of stress in plants;
Genetic and epigenetic modifications in plants due to
continuous use of fertilizers.
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Editor-in-Chief
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University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Plants is an open access journal which provides an
advanced forum for research findings in areas related to
plant function, its physiology, biology, taxonomy, stresses,
and its interactions with other organisms. It publishes
original research articles, reviews, reports, conference
proceedings (peer reviewed full articles) and
communications. In original research papers, it is
important that full experimental details are provided.
We also encourage timely reviews and commentaries on
topics of interest to the plant research community.
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